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THODIMEtKIONAL HOI1OGENEOUSAND HETEROGENEOUS Detonation WAVE PROPAGATION

Charles L. Mader
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory

Universityof California
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545

The process of detonation propagation of homogeneous explosives along
surfaces may be described using resolved reaction zones, Arrhenius
rate laws and two dimensional reactive hydrodynamic calculations.
The wave curvature increases with increasing reaction zone thicknws.
The process of detonation propagation and failure of heterogeneous
explosives along surfaccz and around corners may be described if the
decomposition that occurs from hot spots fomed by shock interactions
with density discontinuities is described by a burn rate determirled
frcm the experimentally measured distance of run to detonation as a
function of shock pressure. the reactive and nonreactive Hugoniot and
the assumption that the reaction rate derived near the front can be
an~lied throughout the flow.

INTRODUCTION

The time-dependent behavior of detonations
with resolved reaction zones in cGndenscd homo-
geneous explosives has been described (1,2),
using an Arrhenius rate law. The failure of a
nitromethane detonation, resulting from a sido
rarefaction cooling the explosive inside its
reaction zone, was calculated and the experi-
mentally observed rarefaction velocity was re-
produced, V!(! shall extend the study to nitro-
methane detonations proceeding perpendicular
to metal surfaces and examine wave curva~ure
and failul”e ds a function of reaction zone
thickness.

Experimental obs~rvations (3) of detona-
tion waves in heterogeneous exl~losives ~roce~d-
ing perpendicular to metal pl~tcs showed very
little wave curvature after a large plane-wave-
initidted cylindrical explnsivc charge had run
several charqc diameters. An empirical mudel
with tinunresolved CXP1OSIVP reaction zone and
programmed tonaintain a constnnt velocity,
plane detonation front reproduced the experi-
mental observations. Ilecause the basic mecha-
nism of heterogeneous shock initiation is shock
Interaction at density discontinuitles produc-
ing local hot 5pnts that decompose and add
their energy to thu flow, modnls such as t.hc
heterogeneous-sh~rp-shock-t’mrtial -reaction burn
model, have uccn dcvolopml to MOL{(!l the flow(4).
Thev have not hmn useful (or solvirm two di-
mensional rcactlvl!flows because they did nut

respond to local state Variables in a realistic
manner. NC used a ncw model c?lled Forest Fire
(5) to describe the hot spot r~action rate in
the bulk of the heterogeneous explosive to det-
onations proceeding perpendicular to metal
plates, to detonations turning corners and to
detonations proceeding along free surfaces for
shock sensitive and insensitive explosives.

HOMOGENEOUS DETONATIONS

Reference 1 shows that the reaction zone of
nitromethane is ‘2500 A long and that it is
probably pulsating about the steady-state values
if the usual activitatlcm energies (E) and fre-
quency factors (Z) ore appropriate, It is im-
possible to make calculations with such small
reaction zones h~lng rcsolvml for systems the
size usually studied experim(!ntally. IJe can
study the effect the size of the reaction zone
has on the flow by increasing the frequency
factor to scale up the size nf the reaction
zone, Me can also eliminate the pulsatinq
nature of the reaction zone by choosing an acti-
vation energy th~t results in steady nonpulsa-
ting flow. As shown in Rr!f, 1, on Activation
encrqy of 30 kcal/mole results in steady flow.
and by varyin!t the frequenc,v factor, wc can
halve various thickness reaction zones. I{owrvcr,
hecausc such scaling results in unrealistically
large rcactiorl zones, care is required in extra-
polating the calculated results to real cxpcri-
mpnts.
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Experimental measurements of the detonation
wave arrival of nitrcmethane across the surface
of a charge have shown that there is remarkably
little wave curvature even after the wave has
run many charge diameters in a large plane-wave-
Initiated cylindrical charge. In our first
study we inve$+igated how a resolved reaction
zone in n;trcmeti’?n: proceeds perpendicular to
a copper surface. Figure 1 shows that the
larger reaction zone resulted in an increased
wave curvature. The calculations were perform-
ed using the 2DL reactive tiydrcdynarr!iccode (6)
with a mesh of 0.01 cm square. The equation-
of-state parameters used for nitromethane are
described in Ref. 7 and those for copper alumi-
num and Plexiglas are described in Ref. 8. The
detonation wave was started using the same
steady-state piston described in Ref. 6. The
absolute value of pressure is plotted and the
slight discontinuity at the nitromethane-copper
interface is from the different amounts of ar-
tificial viscosity in the two materials.

Because the detonation wave curvature de-
creases with decreasing re?ction zone thick-
ness, it is not surprising that nitromethane,
with its very thin reaction zone, shows very
little curvature, The reason for this result
appears to be that although the head of the
rarefaction goes into the reaction zone at the
same speed regardless of the reaction zone
thicknms, the wave curvature depends upon how
much the confining surface or wall moves out
during passfigeof the reaction zone. Because
lower density walls permit more outward motion
thnn higher density walls, the lower density
walls result in more curved fronts. Shortening
the reaction zol!ekeeps the wall from moving
outward as much during transit which results in
less shock curvature, The two critical
parameters are the rarefaction speed and the
reaction zone length.

Figure 2 shows that the increased diver-
gence resulting from cylindrical geometry per-
mfts the outward movInq surface to be more ef-
fective in increasing the wave curvature, The
effect of chanqing the clcnsity of the confininq
wall is sho~:nin Fig. 3, wt]crr:the detonation
wave proceeds alonq a copper and then an alumi-
nljmwall. compared with tho collpcr wall in
Fig. 1, the curvature incrc~scs and tho reaction
zone bccomcr thick!?ras th(~reaction prorwds
a?ong the aluminum wall. Thcs(!results quali-
tatively agree with the experimental observa-
tions.

Campbell, Malin and Uolland (9) observed
that thin foils of metal were os cffcct{ve at
confining thl? nitromcthonc doton;ltlon wave as
were thick ryliildws of t!w smc mrtal, In
Fig. 4 the thicknrss of the cor’,flflfnqcopper
wall Is decrrosd hut th~ qhocifront and rcac-
tlon zonf?prof{lc is the ‘Iafllr’as in ~{g. 1,
Othvr calculat.iotls5hOWI’il l.haLt.horuaction zone
must IN thick [’m~qh fnr the rarefactioll from
~hm ~1-l~,:rrpppqy y/Jrf:c!?t!),!?r!~;r!*-’ ~’ :h:;,..4....
l~itrmlcthafl(?-co[~l)nrtntcrfi~cc hcforc passaqo of

the reaction zone for vhe reaction zon~ ~fidwave
curvature to be effected by the thickness of the
confining metal.

Thr detonation wave curvature increases
with irlcreasing reaction zone thickness. A thin
metal cylinder may prevent detonation failure if
the reaction zone is thin enouqh for the rare-
faction from the outside metal surface to arrive
In the detonation products after passage of the
reaction zone. The observed failure and reign-
ition of nitromethane detonation by holes in
confining surfaces can be reproduced qualita-
tively by the Arrhenius kinetic model as shown
in Ref. 5.

HETEROGENEOUS DETO!IATIONS

Heterogeneous explosives such as PRX-9404
or Composition B show a different behavior than
homogeneous explosives when propagating along
confining surfaces, A heterogeneous exnlosive
can turn sharp corners and propaqatc outv,ard.
A heterogeneous explosive, depeoding upon its
sensitivity, mdy exhibit either very little or
a lot of curvature when propagating along a
metal surface. The mechanism of initiation for
!Ietorogeneous explosives is different than the
Arrh,mius kinetic model found adequate for ho-
mogeneous explosives. Heterogeneous explosives
are initiated and may propagate by the process
of shock interaction with density discontinuities
such as voids. These interactions result in hot
regions that decompose and give increasing pres-
sures that cause more and hGttcr decomposing re-
gions, Some heterogeneous explosives ma’j re-
quire hot spots even for the propagation of the
detonation wave.

13ecausc pevious modeling of heterogeneous
shock Initiation of explosives has proved use-
ful only for certain applications (4), a more
general model for the bulk decomposition of a
hetcrogcncous explosive has been developed, It
may be used to reproduce the explosive behavior
in many one- and two-dimensional situations for
whtch data is available. It is called the Forest
Fire model and is described in Ref. 5, The model
gives tho rriteof explosive decomnositicn as a
f,lnction of th~ local pressurr (or any other
state variable) fn the explosive shown in Fiq.
5. In this section we shall drscrihc the re-
sults of applyinrl the Fornst Fire descr~ntlon of
heterogeneous explosive detonation propo~atfun
to detonation propagation along surfaces and
around corners.

The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory radlo-
gt’aphfc facility, IVIERMEX (if!)was used to study
the detonation wave profile in heterwioncous

Y
ex 10SIVQS ,IS It proceeds up metal surf(accs (3,
10 . It has also been used to study the pro-
files when a detonation wave In Composition B or
XW?l’J turns a corner (11, 12),

As dcscrihrd tn Rcf, 3, a radiographic
ilu(iyVVII>,,,tdit{Jrd iCi.i6-~,111cube of Lomposltlcn
U, with and without tantaiunl fGils, inltiatcd by
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a plane wave Ions conflncd by 2.54 cm-thick
aluminum plates. The radloqraphs show a re-
markably flat detonation front fnllowed by a
large dccrcasc in density oriqinatinq nmr the
front of thewiiveas It intersects thcmctal
plater

A numerical calculation using Arrhenius
kinetics results in cmsidcrablc curvdture of
the detonating wave if realistic kinetic Para-
meters are used. The Forest Fire model of
heterorjcneous shock initiation results In a
calculated ilo@ C1OSP?Y rcs~bling that Observed
●xperimentally as shown ff Fig. 6. This sug-
gests that the observed detonation behavior is
a result of the hctcroqcneous shock initiation
pr~esses. Therefore, the n:ore insensitive
explosives should qlve greater wave curvature
&nd have Iarcter failure diameters. Explosives
Initiated and burned with a hc?tr!rogeneous shock
Inltiatlon model, such as Forest Ffre, do not
euhlhft scallng bchav{or ano hence failure de-
pends upon the pressure magnitude and how long
It can be maintained. The Forest Fire model
results agree with experimental observations
for many explosives.

Venable (il. 5) performed a r~dir)qraphlc
study of a Baratol plane-wave-init~ated Comprt-
sitlon it slab c!etonatfon proceedlnq perpendic-
ular to an aluminum block and up a d5 deqree
wedge. Calculations uslna the Forest Fire
model reproc!uccd the features of the radiographs
8s shown in Fig. 7. This was not a very sig-
nificant test of the Forest F4re model because
the C-J volume burn technique or proqrarm?ed
burn technique of burnlnq (IXPIOSIVCS can qivc
also similar profllrs to thoso observed experi-
mentally. An Arrhcnius burn with a resolved
reaction zone will not qive detonation wave
behavior such as observed experimmtally.

Dick (12) performed a radiographic study
of a detonation wave procccdinq up a block of
a very insensitive triami~lo trinitrohenzene
(TATD) based explosive, called YIY!19 (WY. TATD,
10% AQIF, LI

?
■ 1.914), and its failure to pro-

Wgate comp etoly around a cornw. Dick’s ex-
perimental pro’!iles and the calculated orofiles
using the Forest Fire mdcl are shown in Fig.
8. The agreenwnt shol~n Is cncouragln9. HOW-
●ver, the ano~nt of PxPlosivc that rrmains un-
decomposed after p.issagc of the shock wave de-
pends primarily u;mm the curvaturcof the deto-
nation wave brforp it turns the corner. If the
wave is sufficiently curved, the detonation

1’
rocccds like a dlv~rqinq detonation wave and
ittlcor no t!xplos{vc rcmla~ns undecc+npm?d.

If the wave Is flat, o;- nearly sot when ft ar-
rives at the :Orner then much more partially
decauposcd explosivr! will rmain after shock
passage. The hctual experiment was perforolcd
with a~r In t,hc corner so the Lnqranqian calcw-
latfonwhfch rrqulrod sonu? low dcnsitymatcri~l
in the cornw- (wcusrd Ploxfqlasl undrrvstl-
mates tht? amount of vxnlfisivc that rcwnalns un-
Arnmpncnd An nllmlim!lm rnrnmr roclllts in vpry

littlculldccomposcd cxplo:fvc, and a lower

density material slifihtly fncreascs the arri)unt
of undcccmposed explosive.

To study this system in a mnre realistic
geometry, we used the Euleriancndc 2DE {13)
because ft can handle large distortion problem
such as an explosive-air interracc. The calcu-
lated results using Forest Fire turn are similar
to those calculated with the 2DL code in Fig.
8. Again, the results depend upoI the detona-
tion wave profile kefore it reachrs the corner.
An interesting aspect of the calculational study
was that if the wave was started o>t flat, tke
explosive region near the explosive-air inter-
face remained partially decomposed and the det-
onation wave never completely burned across the
front until the wave became sufficiently curved
at the front and near the interface. The failure
process of a heterogeneous explosive must be a
complicated interaction af the effectfse reac-
tion zone thickness (presumably dependent upon
the void and resulting hot spot size rnnd de-
composition rate) determining how flat the wave
should be and the cu?vature required for decom-
position to occur near the surface of the charge.
Because the details of the hot spot reaction
zone are mlsslnq from our calculation and model.
much remains to be done before real fstic calcu-
lations of failure radius can be achieved;

Calculations were perfotmed using the Forest
Fire burn in 2DL for 0.7- and “1.%cm-radius
cylinders of X0219 confined by Plexiglas and for
half thickness ::aos of 1.3 and 2.6 cr. The
Lt,innsr cnarges developed greater curvature and
the fl.7-cm-radius cylinder failed to propagate.
Calculations were also perfonred usinq the Forest
Fire burn in 20E for 0.65 and 1.3-cm-radius
cylinders of X0219 confined by air. Tk,e 0.65-
m-radius cyltnder failed to propallate as shown
In Fig. 9. The experimentally o!%srved failure
radius of %0219 Is 0.75 cm, The results of
similar calculations for 9404, Conpositiun B,
and X0290 are cunpared wfth the e~:perimental
failure radius of Campbell and Cn]clkle (14) in
Table I. These results are dependent upon Lhe
initiation method and the burr resolution.
The dominate feature of failure in heterogeneous

explosives appears to be the samv hot spot de-
composition reaction that determines the shock
initiation behavior.

CONCLUS1OIIS

The process of detonation initiation and
propagation of homogeneous explosives along
surfaces may he qualitatively ds?scribcd usinq
Arrhenius k{nctics. 6ecause the reaction zone
scale Is orders of maqnltude smaller than the

.

scale of the experiments of tntcrcst, quantita-
tive calculations are d{fflcul~. to achieve. The
abillty of thin metal cylinder% to prevent det-
onation faflure in nftromcthane and the observed
failure and rcignition of nitrnmcthane by changes
in conflncmcnt qccunctry may h qunlitativcly
reprnducrd by nun:rrfcal rcactivc flufd dynamics
ifith!irrhcn!us Lirlctl<s.

.
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TABLE 1
1

Expcrinental and Calculatti Failure Radii
I

Experimental Calculated
Failure Radius Results

(cm)

X0219 0.75 * .05 1.3 propagated
0.7 fa!led

X0290 0.45 ? .05 0.50 propagated
0.30 fafled

CornpB 0.214 $ .03 0.30 propagated
0.20 failed

94(P ().06 * .01 0.10 propagated
0.05 failed

Detonation initiation and propag~tion of
heterogeneous explosives C?nnot be described
adequately using Arthenius kinetics. A new
nadel can describe the decorpositioc that
occurs frcrr!’ hot spots fored by shcc% inter-
actions with density disccntirwities in heter-
ogeneous explosives and can also describe the
passage of heteroqcneous ~dctonation waves
around c!)vners and alor$ s~rfaces. Failure or
propag~tisn of a hcteroqencous dt?tonfition wave
depends upon the interrelated effects of the
wave curvature and t~e shocl” sensitivity of the
explosive. Some of the bfi<ic diffwences have
been established be?wcm horloqcneous and heter-
ogeneous explosive propagation and failure.

The ~uthor gratefully acknowlec?qes the
assistance and contributions of Charles Forest,
klilliam Davis, John I!dzil, I!ildon Fickctt,
8obby Craig, Oouqlas ‘icnable, Richard Dick, and
Elizabeth !’arsha;l of Los Alamos Scientific
laboratory, of Jim Kf?nnedyof Sandia Corpora-
tion, and of Per Anders Persson of the Swedish
Oetoni(.Research Foundation.

This work was performed under the auspices
of the United StJtes Energy Rcse&rch .r,d Oev-
elopnent Ministration.
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Fig. 5. The rate of decomposition as a function
of the pressure from the Forest Fire
model .
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The radiographic and calculated 2 DL profiles
of a detonation wave propacjat$ng around a corner
Of insensitive ex~losive XC219. The corner is
fi<lled with air in the experiment. and with
Plexiglax in the calculation.

Fig. 6.

The constant density profiles at 8 usec
for a 5-cm-half-thickness slab of
Com,)osition 6 detonating by ~he”iorest Fire
model up an ,?luminurnplate 2.5-cm-thick.
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Fig. 7. Calculate profiles of a Composition U Forest Fire detonation
proceeding around a 90° corner formed by an aluminum block,
The pressure profile interval is 50 kbar, the density profile
is 0.02 cc/gin, the rass fraction interval is C.1 and the last
figure is the mesh USNI in the calculation. The PhER!lEX rmofiles
are shown by daskd lines.
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Fig. 9. The pressure and mass fraction profiles for a

0.65 and ii 1.3-cm-radius CY1 inder cf X&219
in air czlculatcl; using the 2t)[cede with the
Forest ~ ire burn nmd~l .


